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Executive Summary
In 2011, the Cleveland National Forest Foundation proposed The 50-10 Transit Plan: A World Class
Transit System for the San Diego Region. This plan stated:
… the 50-10 Transit Plan would initiate a transformation in the region’s transportation
system and land use patterns. The premise of the Plan is quite simple: fifty years of
transit improvements would be implemented over the next decade. This
comprehensive, integrated transit system initially would be constructed within the
region’s urban core, while also including the Sprinter and the Coaster. At the same time,
the Plan calls for halting any new freeway and/or tollway construction until the transit
system is fully functional. An equally critical element of the Plan calls for a modification
of the TransNet program to re-prioritize transit over highway projects…
The benefits of the 50-10 Transit Plan … include: shorter automobile trips on average,
reduction in transportation costs and traffic congestion, more housing and
transportation choices, many more walk and bicycle trips, and improved public health
and overall quality of life.
The 2050 demographic forecasts of the San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG)
already assume the pattern of compact mixed-use development needed to implement the 50-10
Transit Plan. This makes it even clearer that funding should be shifted from highways serving
long distance auto trips outside expected growth areas to transit serving the compact infill
areas.
This new report quantifies how the 50-10 Transit Plan would shift a significant amount of the
region’s travel to transit and walking, and reduce future vehicles miles traveled (VMT) and
greenhouse gas emissions. The estimates have been developed by accounting for each
component of the expected changes in travel behavior:





Social and Demographic Changes – Impacts 2050 model
Land Use – using the Envision Tomorrow Plus model
Transit – based on the goals set by SANDAG in the 2050 RTP/SCS Urban Area Transit
Strategy
Auto – based on research published by the California Air Resources Board.

Combining all of these effects, we estimate that by implementing the 50-10 Transit Plan, the
region can accommodate the expected 31% increase in population without any increase in
regional VMT from households. The number of transit trips would increase by over 200% by
2050 and the number of walk trips would increase by over 100%. We acknowledge that there is
considerable uncertainty in these estimations. However, we think they are much more realistic
than are SANDAG travel forecasts that appear to inadequately account for any of the four
factors listed above.
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Introduction
In 2011, the Cleveland National Forest Foundation proposed the 50-10 Transit Plan: A World Class
Transit System for the San Diego Region.






Compact, walkable development has enormous environmental, public health and economic
benefits
Achieving compact, walkable development requires world-class transit system
Developing world-class transit system requires that almost all transportation investment be
dedicated to transit over the next decade
Diverting funds to further expand roadway capacity undermines both the transit system and the
land use objectives
A two-thirds vote by the SANDAG Board of Directors is required to prioritize transit projects over
highway expansion in Transnet.

The 50-10 Transit Plan is even more compelling today because of what has happened in the last four
years.


Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) per capita are considerably lower today in California and in the
U.S. as a whole than 10 years ago.



Extensive work has been done to implement SB 375 and to reduce future greenhouse gas
emissions from the transportation sector.



The San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG) has adopted much more compact future
land use forecasts that it has estimated will result in a 25-30% reduction in greenhouse gas
emissions from that which would have resulted from previous adopted land use forecasts.1



SANDAG’s Urban Area Transit Strategy has established a goal of increasing the transit mode
share by 150% between 2008 and 2050.

Despite compelling reasons to adopt the principles of the 50-10 Transit Plan, SANDAG has stuck to the
same general approach that was established with TransNet in 1988. In 1988, a balanced multimodal set
of investments was fairly progressive but that was 27 years ago. The world has changed dramatically
since then. Caltrans and SANDAG are both getting strong kicks to evolve faster:



An assessment of the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) was done by the State
Smart Transportation Institute (SSTI) in 2014.2 The assessment concluded that Caltrans:
 Focuses on a project rather than a system
 Emphasizes auto mobility over other modes
 Fails to account for highway/land use interactions, and
 Ignores the requirements of SB 375.

1

SANDAG, “San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan: Alternative Land Use Scenarios” presented to the Board of
Directors December 6, 2013.
2
State Smart Transportation Initiative. The California Department of Transportation: SSTI Assessment and
Recommendations, January 2014
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In CNFF vs. SANDAG, in which plaintiffs challenged SANDAG’s 2050 Regional Transportation
Plan/ Sustainable Communities Strategy (“Plan”), the California Supreme Court declined to
review the following rulings of the Court of Appeal in favor of plaintiffs:
 SANDAG’s mitigation for the Plan’s climate impacts was legally inadequate;
 SANDAG’s analysis of the Plan’s air quality/public health impacts was legally inadequate,
and the agency failed to identify proper mitigation for those impacts;
 SANDAG’s analysis of the Plan’s agricultural impacts was legally inadequate;
 SANDAG failed to analyze a proper range of alternatives to the Plan, including alternatives
that would reduce driving in the region.

The Supreme Court did agree to review a single issue: whether SANDAG must analyze its 40-year Plan’s
consistency with state climate policy as embodied in the Governor Schwarzenegger’s Executive Order S3-05. The Court of Appeal and the trial court had held that SANDAG’s failure to provide that analysis
misled the public and decision-makers regarding the long-term climate impacts of its Plan.

Why aren’t Caltrans and SANDAG evolving faster? A major cause is simple inertia. However, it
appears that a major problem is that the complex transportation computer models used by Caltrans
and SANDAG are providing them with bad information. The models have not been able to replicate
the changes in travel behavior that already have occurred over the past 10 years. They continue to
tell the planners and engineers that the next 35 years (2015 to 2050) will look more or less like the
1990s.
Twenty years ago the models were saying:
1) Dispersed (“sprawl”) land use is inevitable, regardless of whether more roadway capacity or
transit capacity is added
2) VMT will grow as population grows and large investments in roadway capacity are needed
to accommodate the VMT growth
Today, Caltrans and SANDAG’s models are saying:
1) Compact mixed-use land use is inevitable, whether more roadway capacity or transit
capacity is added or not
2) VMT will grow as population grows and large investments in roadway capacity are needed
to accommodate the VMT growth
Caltrans and SANDAG’s models are wrong. Transportation experts now agree that increasing
roadway capacity increases VMT and greenhouse gas emissions. The increased VMT is called
“induced travel.” Researchers study induced travel using a term from the economics field called
“elasticity”. The elasticity is the ratio between the change in demand and the change in supply or
price. For example, if gasoline price increased by 100% and gasoline consumption dropped by 10%
(in the short run), the elasticity of gasoline consumption to price would be 10%/100% = 0.10.
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Researchers at the University of California and the University of Southern California reviewed the
research literature on induced travel and concluded:
Thus, the best estimate for the long-run effect of highway capacity on VMT is an
elasticity close to 1.0, implying that in congested metropolitan areas, adding new
capacity to the existing system of limited-access highways is unlikely to reduce
congestion or associated GHG in the long-run. 3
This conclusion is based on review of a thorough review of 20 research papers on induced travel
published between 1997 and 2012. An elasticity of 1.0 between VMT and roadway capacity means
that there is no net reduction in congestion. The bottlenecks are simply shifted from one place to
another. Here are three real-world documented examples of this process of shifting bottlenecks:
•

In the Chicago area, one particularly bad bottleneck on the Eisenhower Expressway,
referred to as the “Hillside Strangler,” was improved at a cost of $140 million. According to
many local sources, the congestion at that particular location improved, but the traffic
bottleneck only shifted to adjacent areas. In fact, “the commute time from the suburbs to
the Loop, via the Eisenhower and its extension, is one hour - exactly what it was before the
Hillside Strangler was repaired.”[Daily Herald, October 3, 2002]

•

The Boston Globe reported that the $15 billion invested by the state and federal taxpayers
for the “Big Dig” increased mobility on the expanded roadway. “But most travelers who use
the tunnels are still spending time in traffic jams – just not in the heart of the city, where
bumper-to-bumper was a way of life on the old elevated artery.” The Globe documented no
apparent overall travel time savings; rather, it reported a number of trips where travel times
have increased, including one case where peak period travel time has doubled from 12
minutes to 25 minutes. .”[Boston Globe, November 16, 2008]

Sometimes, adding roadway capacity is so ineffective that the original bottleneck remains.
•

The $1.1 billion I-405 Sepulveda Pass Completion Project was completed in 2014 after 5
years of extensive construction delays. LA Weekly reported that the project failed to reduce
congestion: “A traffic study by Seattle-based traffic analytics firm Inrix has shown that auto
speeds during the afternoon crawl on the northbound 405 are now the same or slightly
slower – the maddening 35-minute tangle between the 10 and the 101 is actually a minute
longer. More worrisome is the morning southbound logjam. It’s so bad, post improvements,
that when Caltrans issues its ‘worst bottleneck’ rankings in August, unofficial data suggest
that the 10-mile stretch of the 405 between the Valley and the Westside could be the worst
freeway segment in California. [LA Weekly, “$1.1 Billion and Five Years Later , the 405
Congestion Project is a Fail, March 4, 2015]

3

Handy, Susan and Marlon G. Boarnet. “Impact of Highway Capacity and Induced Travel on Passenger Vehicle Use
and Greenhouse Gas Emissions: Policy Brief” prepared for California Air Resources Board, September 30, 2014.
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“Assumption Drag” Causes SANDAG to Exaggerate Future Traffic Growth
Travel behavior has been changing rapidly, but travel models are based on historical data and have not
kept pace with changes in travel behavior. Figure 1 below illustrates the apparent inability of the U.S.
Department of Transportation to adjust to these new realities.
Figure 1: U.S. Department of Transportation VMT Estimates vs. Actual

Source: State Smart Transportation Initiative (from U.S. D.O.T. reports)
After a decade of real world data indicating that national VMT estimates are too high, it is obvious in
Figure 1 that the U.S. Department of Transportation just reset the base year value and continued to
assume the same rate of future growth.
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Most regional transportation models rely on outdated data and assumptions and similarly forecast a
return to the type of growth in VMT last seen in the 1990s, i.e. growth that at least keeps up with
population growth. Figure 2 illustrates SANDAG’s per capita VMT forecasts.
Figure 2 SANDAG assumes VMT growth by assuming more or less constant VMT per capita4
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Notes: VMT is for cars and light trucks only. The line is interpolated between the dates in the table:
2008, 2020, 2035 and 2050. The drop in VMT per capita after 2008 is just recalibrating to observe data
as this drop had already occurred happened when the forecasts were published in October 2011.

4

Numbers graphed from SANDAG 2050 Regional Transportation Plan, Table 3.7, p. 3-69,
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Modelers who are intellectually invested in their models tend to explain this away as “the economy,”
and specifically that declines in VMT are attributable to the 2008 economic downturn. However, there
are multiple problems with this interpretation. First, as seen in Figure 1, the deviation from the trend
line started almost 20 years ago and accelerates well before the “great recession” began in 2008.
Furthermore, as shown in Figure 3, there are generational changes. As Figure 3 clearly demonstrates,
young people are driving less than they did in the previous generation, and all males except for the
oldest are driving less than in the previous generation.
Figure 3: Daily Driving VMT by Age and Gender Estimated from the 1995, 2001 and 2009 National Travel
Surveys
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Figures 4 and 5 show that these generational changes are present for both workers and non-workers,
which casts further doubt that declines in VMT are attributable to the economic downturn.
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Figure 4: Workers Only - Daily Driving VMT by Age and Gender Estimated from the 1995, 2001 and 2009
National Travel Surveys
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Figure 5: Non-Workers Only - Daily Driving VMT by Age and Gender Estimated from the 1995, 2001 and
2009 National Travel Surveys
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The recently published National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) report The Effects of
Socio-Demographics on Future Travel Demand introduced the term “assumption drag.” The authors
define assumption drag as “the tendency to maintain assumptions based on past trends, even after they
have lost their validity.” In their view:
… forecasting’s primary purpose is to generate information useful to decision makers for
the specific types of decisions they are facing. The decisions are influenced by the
degree of uncertainty associated with forecasts about the future. How many people will
live in a region; in what types of households will they reside and by what modes will
they travel; what will be the price of fuel; what are the rates of adoption of
autonomous, self-driving vehicles? Good decisions (and good policies) should be robust
across a wide range of socio-demographic futures. Therefore, to aid with this process,
models should be viewed as tools for exploring scenarios, rather than providers of hard
predictions, and should be designed to be flexible enough to explore scenarios, while
avoiding (as much as possible) traps such as assumption drag.5
The authors find increasingly that complex Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) travel demand
models (including the SANDAG model) are poorly suited to this task:
One manifestation of this important distinction between modeling and forecasting can
be seen in model complexity. From a pure modeling perspective, a model is often only
considered to be realistic or complete if it incorporates all the necessary data, causative
factors, etc., that may be considered to be relevant. The natural result of this process is
that models become very detailed and complicated, and accumulate a large number of
parameters that cannot be accurately measured from the available data. These are
unrealistic desires to have one model that includes all available data to address all
questions. The end result is the more data, causative factors, and assumptions that are
placed into the model to ensure completeness, the greater the chances are that the
added terms may not be correct and may actually contribute to arriving at the wrong
answer. As complexity increases, models also often become unstable and must be
carefully tuned to give reasonable results. They therefore become poor at making
predictions, or adapting to different scenarios.
For this reason, the models favored by people who receive regular feedback on their
predictions, such as those who work in business forecasting, tend to be quite simple. A
detailed survey of forecasting models showed that—perhaps counter-intuitively—the
simpler models consistently outperform more complicated models (Makridakis and
Hibon 2000). This does not imply that agent-based models are inferior to aggregate
models; the latter can be extremely complicated (as with large models of the economy),
while agent-based models can be constructed to be quite parsimonious in terms of
parameters (see, for example, Orrell and Fernandez 2010). But it is important to bear in
mind that advances in modeling, and the creation of more elaborate and apparently

5

Zmud et. al. 2014, p. 6.
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realistic simulations, may not translate into advances in forecast accuracy, especially for
long-range forecasts.6
The Effects of Socio-Demographics on Future Travel Demand includes four scenarios which the authors
test with a new Impacts 2050 model:
• Momentum—Gradual changes without radical shifts.
• Technology Triumphs—Technology solves all problems.
• Global Chaos—Collapse in globalism and sustainability.
• Gentle Footprint—Widespread shift to low-impact living7
These scenarios were tested in models developed for five regions: Boston, Atlanta, Detroit, Houston and
Seattle. Figure 6 shows 2050 VMT per capita in the 5 regions relative to 2010.
Figure 6: Impacts 2050 – 2050 VMT Per Capita Relative to 2010 Base Year8
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The “Momentum” scenario is like a “Trend” or “Business as Usual” scenario and is considered most
likely. In this scenario, VMT per capita declines by about 10 percent as a result of demographic factors.
The “Tech Triumphs” includes widespread implementation of autonomous vehicles largely eliminating
congestion, along with plentiful energy that does not cause GHG emissions. “Gentle Footprint” is the
6

Zmud, Johanna P., Vincent P. Barabba, Mark Bradley, J. Richard Kuzmyak, Mia Smuda and David Orrell. Strategic
Issues Facing Transportation Volume 6: The Effects of Socio-Demographics on Future Travel Demand, P. 5. National
Cooperative Highway Research Program Report 750, 2014.
7
Zmud et. al. 2014, p. 31.
8
Figure made from data in Zmud et. al. 2014, Appendix Tables 6-2 – 6-6, p. 45-46, 48.
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“green” vision with less consumption. It is the scenario that SB 375 is trying to achieve. The “Global
Chaos” scenario is dystopian and is seen as least likely.
The authors assert that all four scenarios should be considered in planning. Yet the SANDAG plans which
historically have included large increases in roadway capacity are poorly matched to any of the
scenarios. At first glance, it looks like there might be a fit with the Tech Triumphs scenario because of
the increased VMT, but the Tech Triumphs scenario assumes that vehicle technology will allow more
vehicles in the same roadway space and more or less eliminate congestion. Future VMT is so low in the
Gentle Footprint and Global Chaos scenarios that the increased road capacity is an obvious waste of
resources. The best fit is with the Momentum scenario, but even in this case, VMT growth likely will be
less than SANDAG is forecasting due to demographic changes.

Alternative Models for Evaluating Long-Term Regional Transportation Scenarios
There are five general factors that must be considered in evaluating long-term regional transportation
scenarios:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Big picture economic scenarios (like Impacts 2050)
Demographic factors (also incorporated into Impacts 2050)
Form of future land use (continuum from dispersed single-use to compact walkable mixed use)
Roadway investments
Transit investments

The first factor, the big economic picture, lies outside of the SANDAG travel demand modeling
framework.9 The SANDAG model appears to be inadequately sensitive to the other four factors.
Unfortunately, there is no single model that addresses all of these factors well. We will use Impacts 2050
as the basis for the first two factors. In particular, we assume the 10 percent reduction in future VMT
per capita shown for the Momentum scenario. Below, we discuss separate models and approaches for
each of the other three factors.

Future Land Use
For many years, advocates of compact mixed use development have been concerned about the
limitations of regional transportation models to properly account for different land use patterns. A
series of “sketch models” have been developed to address this issue. These models are based on
detailed data using Geographic Systems Information (GIS) software. The most advanced such models
today are Urban Footprint and Envision Tomorrow Plus.

9

SANDAG has a Demographic and Economic Forecasting Model (DEFM) that “provides a detailed econometric and
demographic forecast for the entire region.” (SANDAG Our Region: Our Future” 2050 Regional Transportation Plan,
p. B-5, October 2011). This model provides inputs to the travel demand model.
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SANDAG has partially implemented Urban Footprint and used it to estimate that changes in land use
forecasts have reduced future greenhouse gas emissions by 25-30% as shown in Figure 7.
Figure 7: Large reductions in future GHG relative to past plans from more compact growth

Source: SANDAG, “San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan: Alternative Land Use Scenarios” presented to
the Board of Directors December 6, 2013.
We do not know how SANDAG reconciles Figure 7 with Figure 2 which shows SANDAG forecast VMT per
capita to be more or less constant in the future. The two perspectives are contradictory and cannot
both be true.
We obtained Urban Footprint computer files from SANDAG. However, we found that these files were
inadequate for doing our own scenario tests.10 After requesting additional information, we were told by
the Urban Footprint developer/SANDAG consultant (Calthorpe Associates) that the model was not really
ready for use.
We shifted our focus to Envision Tomorrow Plus (ET+). This software was developed by Fregonese
Associates of Portland Oregon. ET+ is an evolutionary product from the work started with Portland
LUTRAQ 25 years ago. The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) Sustainable
Communities has supported development of ET+ and enabled the software to be free and open source.
Documentation and software are available at: http://www.envisiontomorrow.org/.

10

In an email exchange, the Urban Footprint developer, Calthorpe Associates, informed us that the software was
not ready yet for us to set up and run an alternative beyond the alternatives they had already completed for
SANDAG.
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Reid Ewing and his associates at the University of Utah are major contributors to the work, particularly
in the travel demand components. Ewing and his colleagues recently published an updated version of
the travel demand model based on a larger sample of 15 U.S. regions.11
We applied this model to San Diego County using the GIS data disaggregated by 23,000 Master
Geographic Areas (MGRAs) for 2012 and 2050 obtained from SANDAG in the Urban Footprint data
request.
The model is based on six “D” variables that have been commonly used in research into land
use/transportation interactions:







Demographics of households
Density – population and employment
Diversity - the number and scope of different land uses in a given area
Design - average block size/ number of intersections per square mile
Destination accessibility – ease of access to trip attractions
Distance to transit – including service level

ET+ estimates at the MGRA level include:






Vehicle miles traveled (VMT)
Auto trips
Transit trips
Bike trips
Walk trip

We compared the county-level ET+ totals to data from the recent California Household Travel Survey
(CHTS) for San Diego County. As is customary in transportation modeling, we adjusted the ET+ model
constants to fit to the base year data. We then applied the adjusted model to 2050.
The 50-10 Plan was analyzed using ET+ in three steps:
1) land use effects only
2) adding effects of increased transit investments, and
3) adding effects of foregoing roadway investments.

11

Ewing, Reid, G. Tian, J.P. Goates, M. Zhang, M.J. Greenwalk, A. Joyce, J. Kircher and W. Greene. “Varying
influences of the built environment on household travel in 15 diverse regions in the United States. Urban Studies,
December 2014.
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Our first scenario using ET+ changed land use only, from current conditions to the more compact 2050
conditions in the SANDAG forecast. It assumes that travel times by road and by transit will be more or
less the same in 2050 as today.12 We will call this initial scenario “2050 Business as Usual”. Because of
the more compact future land use, ET+ calculates a reduction in VMT per capita of 7.2% between 2012
and 2050 as shown in Figure 8.
Figure 8: ET+ VMT per capita 2012 vs. 2050 Business As Usual – 7.2% reduction13
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Given San Diego County’s expected increase in population of 31% between 2012 and 2050 but in a more
compact form than today, ET+ results in an increase in regional household VMT between 2012 and 2050
of 22%. However, most of this increase will be from short auto trips, particularly travel on local streets
serving the compact growth areas. ET+ forecasts larger non-auto trip growth as shown in Figure 9.

12

We assumed that forecasting growth areas without transit would have basic transit services similar to those in
comparable areas in the region today.
13
VMT totals for personal vehicles. The calculated reduction is based on the 2014 version of ET+ and is
conservative. The estimated VMT per capita reduction with the previous version of ET+ is considerably greater.
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Figure 9: ET+ change in number of person trips 2012 vs. 2050 Business As Usual
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This scenario demonstrates there is a strong need for increased investment in walk and bike
infrastructure, and particularly in transit infrastructure.
In certain SANDAG reports it is assumed that future VMT will be much lower than historical averages (as
shown in Figure 3 above), while in other reports it is assumed that future VMT will continue to grow as it
has in the past. As a result, the SANDAG regional travel demand model is a black box that can only be
unpacked by experts. In comparison, ET+ is more transparent. We will unpack ET+ a bit to show why its
forecasts are credible.
Figure 10 shows ET+ estimates of household VMT in San Diego County today. Average household VMT is
lower in more compact areas where residents live closer to jobs and services, and higher in more
decentralized areas.
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Figure 10: VMT per capita varies widely today across San Diego County (ET+)
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Notes: ET+ calculates VMT per capita by household location; therefore there is no data for areas without
households.
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Figure 11 shows that SANDAG is forecasting that almost all household growth between now and 2050
will be in areas that have relatively low VMT per capita today.
Figure 11: SANDAG forecast household growth is focused in areas that have lower than average VMT per
capita today
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Notes: Each green dot indicates an increment of 100 households between 2012 and 2050 (SANDAG
Series 13 Forecast)
On average, those living in the households in the growth increment will have lower than average VMT
per capita because they are concentrated in the higher density mixed use areas that have lower VMT
per capita. These new households would push the average down even if VMT per capita in the housing
already existing today remained the same. However, adding households and employment to these areas
also pushes down VMT per capita for the existing housing units. In contrast, the SANDAG forecasts of
constant or even increasing VMT per capita appear illogical.
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Transit
As shown in Figure 9, the Business as Usual ET+ scenario indicated a small increase in per capita transit
trips – 39% increase in transit trips vs. 31% increase in population. This is very well short of the 150%
increase in mode share14 that SANDAG established as a goal in the 2050 RTP Urban Area Transit Study15
illustrated in Figures 12 and 13.
Figure 12: SANDAG Urban Area Transit Study Table TA 7.2

With a 31% increase in population, this 150% increase in mode share requires more than a 200%
increase in transit trips and a similar increase in transit capacity.
14

UATS p. TA 7-16: “Mode share refers to the proportion of people using a particular form of transportation to
get from one place to another. The most common transportation modes include: driving alone, using transit,
carpooling, bicycling, and walking.”
15
San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG) and Parsons Brinckerhoff. 2050 Regional Transportation Plan
Technical Appendix 7: Urban Area Transit Strategy, October 2011.
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Figure 13 shows how this large increase could be achieved through higher transit mode shares in the
more urban areas.
Figure 13: SANDAG 2050 RTP Urban Area Transit Study Figure TA 7.8
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The UATS states:
The overarching goal of the UATS was to create a world-class transit system for the San
Diego region in 2050, with the aim of significantly increasing the attractiveness of
transit, walking, and biking in the most urbanized areas of the region.
The vision called for a network of fast, flexible, reliable, safe, and convenient transit
services that connect our homes to the region’s major employment centers and
destinations. Achievement of this vision would make transit a more appealing option for
many trips, reducing the impact of vehicular travel on the environment and on public
health. Other key goals included:




Making transit more time-competitive with automobile travel;
Maximizing the role of transit within the broader transportation system; and
Reducing vehicle miles traveled and greenhouse gas emissions in the region.
(2050 RTP Technical Appendix p. TA 7-5)

This vision is the same vision that underlies the 50-10 Transit Plan. For the transit component of our
alternative scenario we will assume that the UATS goal can be reached if the 50-10 Transit Plan is
adopted and implemented.16 In addition, it is assumed that achieving the transit goals will require major
investments in walk infrastructure because most transit trips begin and end with walk segments, and
almost all transit trips include at least one walk segment. Each additional transit trip and walk trip is
assumed to substitute for an auto person trip. Figure 14 illustrates that these changes from the 2050
Business as Usual case return the growth in auto person trips to 9% over 2012 despite the 31% increase
in regional population.
Figure 14: Envision Tomorrow change in number of person trips 2012 vs. 2050 with UATS Transit Goal
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The 50-10 Transit Plan area is smaller than the UATS. However, most of the gains in UATS transit ridership would
be in the 50-10 Transit Plan area because those are the places where infill densities are the greatest, and where
there would be the highest transit and walk mode shares.
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2050 VMT has been reduced by a lesser percentage, calculated by taking 50% of the average auto trip
length as the VMT displaced by the additional transit and auto trips. 17 The resulting change in regional
VMT for 2012 and the two 2050 scenarios is shown in Figure 15.
Figure 15: ET+ Household VMT per capita in San Diego County 2012 vs. 2050 Business As Usual and
Transit Goal Scenarios
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Roadway Capacity
As discussed in the introduction, research indicates that VMT increases in proportion to increases in
roadway capacity. An important issue is to what extent SANDAG’s planned roadway capacity would
undermine the goals of increasing transit ridership and reducing greenhouse gas emissions. This issue is
raised but not fully addressed in the UATS:
The San Diego region is experiencing similar pressures to contain sprawl, protect the
environment, promote livable communities, and maintain and improve the quality of
life. Through the Regional Comprehensive Plan, the San Diego region has made the
policy connection between investments in transit and achieving these goals. Looking
toward the future, new transit policies and strategies designed to increase transit mode
share will need to understand the effects of regional highway investments and policies
on the potential success of the transit investments and system. (p. TA-14)
SANDAG’s plans call for slightly more than a 5% increase in roadway lane miles between 2012
and 2050.18 Based on the research cited above, future VMT would be expected to be about 5%
less if these projects were not completed. However, a portion of the roadway capacity will be

17

Modelers often assume that walk trips can only substitute for very short auto trips because they set up their
models that way. However, walk trips often substitute for longer auto trips. For example, a work lunch trip could
be within a block to nearby restaurant or to a suburban area several miles away.
18
Calculated from model files.
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needed to serve development areas, and some might be needed to address safety problems.
We will assume that enough of the roadway projects could be eliminated in the Transit First
scenario to reduce future VMT by an additional 3% beyond that achieved through the factors
discussed above (compact walkable mixed-use land use, and investment in transit and
pedestrian infrastructure). This is a conservative assumption. As shown in Figures 16 and 17,
auto trips over 10 miles are only 20% of all person trips today but account for two thirds of the
region’s VMT. A relatively small decrease in average trip length could easily result in more than a
3% VMT reduction.
Figure 16: Share of person trips for San Diego County residents from 2012 California Household
Travel Survey (CHTS) data
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Figure 17: Share of household Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) from San Diego County residents from 2012
California Household Travel Survey (CHTS) data
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Combined Factors
As outlined above, there are five general factors that must be considered in evaluating long-term
regional transportation scenarios:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Big picture economic scenarios (like Impacts 2050)
Demographic factors (also incorporated into Impacts 2050)
Form of future land use (continuum from dispersed single-use to compact walkable mixed use)
Transit investments
Roadway investments

Here is recap of the individual effects estimated for factors 2 through 5:19
Demographics (Impacts 2050)
Land Use (ET+)
Transit (UATS)
Roadway Capacity (Research)
Combined

-10%
-7%
-7%
-3%
-25%

While, these results are presented as precise numbers, there is significant uncertainty about travel
behavior in the year 2050. Nevertheless, we think these estimates are much more realistic than the
numbers produced by SANDAG which do not appear to address any of the four components listed above
adequately.

19

The combined number is calculated by multiplying the net values together, i.e. 0.9 * 0.93 * 0.93 * 0.97 = 0.75 or
a 25% reduction.
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Coincidentally, the 25% combined reduction in VMT per person is the same as shown in Figure 6 for the
Gentle Footprint scenario. These results are summarized in Figure 18.
Figure 18: VMT per capita in San Diego County 2012 vs. 2050 Scenarios
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As shown in Figure 18, the 50-10 Transit First Plan would take the Impacts 2050 Momentum
(trend) scenario and transform it into the Impacts 2050 Gentle Footprint scenario and achieve
the intent of SB 375.
A combination of 31% population growth and a 25% decrease in VMT per capita between 2012
and 2050 would combine for a small decrease in VMT per capita regionally, i.e. no additional
roadway capacity would be needed in San Diego County, except for local capacity to serve infill
areas.

San Diego region needs Transit First – the 50-10 Transit Plan
By prioritizing public transit, the 50-10 Transit Plan would result in long-term sustainability for the San
Diego region. The longer we wait to commit to transit as a significant source of the region’s
transportation, the more difficult it becomes to achieve such a system. With each additional highway
expansion project comes an increase in suburban sprawl. As sprawl development continues its outward
march, it becomes less and less feasible to serve this sprawl with effective public transportation. We can
wait no longer to reverse this dangerous cycle; the region must implement a comprehensive transit
network now.
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